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Male Horoscopy 
 

1st House Results 
In the ascendant, Sun gives pain in the 
body; Mars brings impurities in the blood, 
Saturn causes many types of sorrowful 
experiences; Jupiter, Venus, Moon and 
Mercury confer beauty, satisfaction and 
joyful experiences. 
 
2nd House Results 
In the 2nd house, Sun, Saturn and Mars 
afflict the native with many types of 
sorrows and destroy wealth; Moon, 
Mercury, Jupiter and Venus increase 
wealth through many means. 
 
3rd House Results 
In the 3rd house, Sun destroys diseases, 
Moon makes the native influential and 
powerful, Mars increases the treasury, 
Mercury gives accomplishment and 
expertise; Jupiter, Venus and Saturn, give 
a fine intellect, knowledge of science of 
ethics and makes one a favourite of ladies. 
 



 
4th House Results 
In the 4th house, Sun, Mars and Saturn deprives the native of comforts of the body and 
results of actions in life; Moon, Mercury, Jupiter and Venus bring happiness, joys, honour 
and fame from the king and expansion of wealth. 
 
5th House Results 
In the 5th house, Sun shall make the male child of the native of angry disposition, Mercury 
will be the cause of no issues, Mars and Saturn shall make the son atrocious; Venus, Moon 
and Jupiter will bring many sons who are handsome and intelligent. 
 
6th House Results 
In the 6th house, Sun and Mars shall destroy the enemies and those siding them are also 
destroyed; Saturn shall bring honour from the king; Venus and Mercury give one an 
atrocious and a devious mind; Jupiter will make the native sickly, Moon results in failure in 
efforts and in making the native forever agitated, confused and restless. 
 
7th House Results 
In the 7th house, Sun, Mars and Saturn bring an uncivilized wife who is of poor conduct, 
cleanliness and less progeny; Jupiter, Moon, Venus and Mercury will bless the native with a 
wife who helps bring adequate or required progeny, is beautiful, with good moral conduct 
and who pleases everyone with her good qualities. 
8th House Results 
In the 8th house, any planets of the nine planets is present, then the native is of cruel intellect 
and is clueless in any field of activity. The native is of low intelligence and has many 
diseases. 
 
9th House Results 
In the 9th house, Sun, Saturn, Mars do not allow the native to follow dharma and the native 
remains sinful; Moon, Mercury, Venus and Jupiter makes the native work for the support 
and strengthening of Dharma and the purposes related to Dharma. 
 
10th House Results 
In the 10th house, Sun, Mars, Saturn makes the native engage in tasks that are deplorable and 
one remains poor; Moon brings accomplishment, Venus bestows adequate progeny; Mercury 
and Jupiter makes the native immersed in doing good actions.  
 
11th House Results 
In the 11th house, Sun gives gains from the King, Moon gives excessive wealth, Mars gives 
happiness from wife, Mercury gives brilliant intelligence, Jupiter gives good fortune, Venus 
gives wealth and Saturn gives a decorated life. 
 



 
12th House Results 
In the 12th house, Sun gives a large body to a person, Moon makes the native one-eyed, Mars 
causes one to do many sins, Mercury makes a person destroy wealth,  Jupiter makes one lean 
in body; Saturn and Venus makes the native destroy one’s own kingdom. 
 
 

Female Horoscopy 
 
1st House Results 
In the 1st house, Sun and Mars give widowhood, Rahu gives death like condition, Saturn 
gives poverty; Venus, Mercury and Jupiter give good natured and dedication to husband; 
and Moon gives long life. 
 
2nd House Results 
In the 2nd house, Sun, Saturn, Rahu and Mars give poverty and unhappiness; Jupiter, Venus 
and Mercury make the native wealthy and fortunate, Moon gives many sons.  
 
3rd House Results 
In the 3rd house, Venus, Moon, Mars, Jupiter, Sun or Mercury makes the native dedicated to 
the husband, with many sons, and one who enjoys wealth; Saturn gives excessive wealth and 
Rahu gives a nourished and strong body.  
 
4th House Results 
In the 4th house Mars and Saturn reduces milk bearing capacity, Moon negates the fortune 
attracting disposition, Rahu gives company of a co-wife, Mercury brings gains from land 
and wealth, Jupiter and Venus many pleasures are bestowed.  
 
5th House Results 
In the 5th house, Sun and Mars bring death to progeny, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus gives her 
many sons and daughters, Rahu gives death, Saturn gives diseases and Moon gives many 
daughters. 
 
6th House Results 
In the 6th house, Saturn, Mercury, Sun, Rahu, Jupiter or Mars, gives good fortune and 
dedication to the husband, Moon gives widowhood, Venus gives poverty and makes a native 
a prostitute, and Mercury makes the native scheme conflicts with others.  
 
7th House Results 
In the 7th house, Sun, Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Saturn, Moon and Venus give death from 
procedure and process (Translator’s note: the book says “Kram se Maran” – Kram is a process and 
procedure or a system of working – why death has been attributed such a cause is not understood by  



 
the translator. It is best to check this translation with some scholar), widowhood, bondage, 
destruction of wealth, diseases, and foreign journeys. 
 
8th House Results  
In the 8th house, Jupiter and Mercury gives separation from husband, Venus and Rahu give 
death, Sun gives widowhood, Mars gives good fortune, and Saturn gives good progeny and 
love of husband.  
 
9th House Results 
In the 9th house, Mercury, Venus , Sun or Jupiter, then one follows dharma and has faith in 
dharma, Mars makes one sickly, Saturn gives widowhood, and Moon gives many kids. 
 
10th House Results 
In the 10th house, Rahu gives widowhood, Sun, Saturn makes one sinful, Mars gives short 
life, and Moon makes one bereft of wealth and an adulteress, and others (Mercury, Jupiter, 
and Venus)  makes the girl wealthy and fortunate.  
 
11th House Results 
In the 11th house, Sun gives good sons, Mars gives good daughters, Moon gives wealth; 
Jupiter or Mercury gives long life, Rahu gives widowhood, and Venus gives wealth. 
 
12th House Results 
In the 12th house, Jupiter gives widowhood, Sun gives poverty, Moon gives more than usual 
expenses, Rahu makes the girl follow an improper or sinful course of action, unchaste, and 
an infidel; Venus and Mercury gives good nature and Mars gives many sons and grandsons, 
makes her love her husband and of a good temperament. 
 

Other Yogas 
Verse 1  
If Saturn and Moon are in the ascendant, and if Trikona (fifth-ninth house) has Jupiter and 
Sun and the 10th house has Mars, then, it is a Rajayoga. 
 
Verse 2 
If Sun is in its own sign in the 9th house, then no brother of this native lives and he remains 
solitary. 
 
Verse 3 
If Sun and Rahu are in their own sign in the house of Karma (10th house) and Mars, Venus 
and Mercury are with them, then one achieves wealth and becomes happy, in an instant. 
(Translator’s note: How can Sun and Rahu be in their own sign, since their houses are different? If 
10th house is Leo, then Sun is in its own sign and Rahu aspects its own in Aquarius and vice versa) 



 
Verse 4 
If malefics are in ascendant, 12th house and in 7th house and benefics in other houses, then the 
native is a destroyer of one’s own family.  
 
Verse 5 
If 6th house has Moon, 7th house has Rahu, 8th house has Saturn, and then, the native’s wife 
does not live long. 
 
Verse 6 
If ascendant has Saturn, 6th house has Moon, 7th house has Mars, and then, the father does 
not live long. 
 
Verse 7 
If the 10th house has Jupiter, Mercury, Venus, or Moon, then, all the natives work bear fruits 
and he/she receives recognition from the Government (Kingdom) 
 
Verse 8 
If Saturn is in Aquarius, Sun in the house of wealth (2nd house), Moon in Aries and Venus 
in Capricorn, then, father of the native enjoys the pleasures gained from wealth.  
 
Verse 9 
If Venus, Mercury, Jupiter are not in the angular houses (Kendras), and Mars is not in the 
10th house, then that native cannot do or achieve anything.  
 
Verse 10 
If at birth, three planets are in their own signs then the native becomes a minister; three 
planets are in exaltation then the native becomes a king; three plants in debilitation then, a 
native becomes a helper or a servant, and if three planets are combust, then the native is 
insignificant. 
 
Verse 11 
If the ascendant has Venus and Mercury and angular houses (Kendras) has Jupiter, and 
Mars in the 10th house, then, the native brings glory to its family lineage. 
 
Verse 12 
If Jupiter is in the ascendant, Venus and other planets are consecutive from the middle, 
without a break, then the native helps increase his household.  
(Translator’s note: The books says “Madhya se Nirantar”- meaning unbroken from the middle – it 
does not give what it means by middle) 
  
 



 
Verse 13 
If 4th house and 2nd house have malefics, then it is a Daridra Yoga (Yoga bringing poverty).  
The one having this yoga brings destruction to his father’s lineage.  
 
Verse 14 
If ascendant has Jupiter, house of wealth (2nd house) has Saturn and 3rd house has Rahu, then 
the native’s mother dies quickly. 
 
Verse 15 
If the seventh house has Moon, Sun, Rahu and Mars, then the native dies in either seven 
days or certainly, in seven months.  
 
Verse 16 
If Mars is exalted and is with Sun and Rahu, then, there is great pain in the body and the 
pain keeps shifting from one place to another. 
 
Verse 17 
If Sun, Rahu, Mars and Jupiter are in malefic houses (6, 8, 12), and Venus is in the 7th house, 
then, body is afflicted.  
 
Verse 18 
If  Jupiter, Mercury, Saturn are in own signs, then, the native is long lived and in every step 
his wealth increases. 
 
Observations On Other Questions 
 
Verse 1 
Check the direction which the questioner’s faces while asking questions. Take the number 
counting that direction from East, take the number of the Prahar in which the question was 
asked; take the nakshatra number in which the question was asked, counting from Ashwini; 
take the number of day counting from Sunday onwards. Add the four numbers and divide 
the total by eight. If the remainder is 5 or 1, then work will get done quickly; if remainder is 
4 or 6, then, work will get done in 3 days; if remainder is 3 or 7 then work will be delayed, if 
remainder is 2 or 8 (0), then work will never get done as was asked by the questioner. 
 
Verse 2 
Take the Tithi count, the day count (as counted from Sunday), the nakshatra count and the 
count of the sign of the Prashna Ascendant.  Add these together and add 3 to the sum. 
Divide the new Sum by 5. The remainder number shows the different Tattvas (Earth, 
Water, Fire, Air, and Space) connected to the question.  If 1 is the remainder then it denotes 
the Earth element, and the lost article is inside the Earth denoted place and will be found. If  



 
the remainder is 2 then it denotes the Water element, and the lost article has been kept in 
water denoted place and will not be found. If 3 is the remainder, then, it denotes the Space 
element; the lost article is in space denoted place and will not be found. If the remainder is 4, 
then, it denotes the Fire element, and the lost article is kept in a Fire related place and will be 
found by the king. If the remainder is 5 (0) then it denotes Air element and the lost article in 
this case wouldn’t be found and will also give sorrow to the one who lost it.  
 
Questions Relating To Pregnancy 
 
From the Prasna Lagna (the ascendant of t he Question), if Sun, Jupiter and Mars are in the 
3rd, 7th, 9th or 5th house, then, the person in question is carrying a boy child. If other planets 
are in these houses, then, the person in question is carrying a girl child.  
 
Tithi, Day, Nakshatra (constellation), Lagna (ascendant), Prahar (portion of the day) – the 
counts of these are added and the sum is divided by 8. If 7 or 3 is the remainder then the 
obstruction is related to the Devatas; if the remainder is 2 or 8 (0) then the obstruction is 
from the Pitris; if the remainder is 6 or 4, then the obstruction is from Bhoota and if the 
remainder is 1 or 5, then, there are no obstructions and work is done.  
 
 

 


